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Q1: What is Creo Sketch?

A: Creo Sketch is a fast, easy-to-use freehand 2D sketching 
application enabling you to create product requirements and 
2D concept design.  Watch the introduction video here.

Q2: Is a license required?  

A: No license is required for Creo Sketch.

Q3:  How do I install Creo Sketch?

A: To install, just click the download button and follow the 
instructions on the download page.

Q4: Is there any tutorial or recommended tips/techniques 
for Creo Sketch?

A: Please watch the demonstration video here.

Q5:  Is Creo Sketch available in other languages?

A: It is currently only available in English.

Q6: Can I use the Creo Sketch data with other CAD 
software than Creo?

A: Creo Sketch data can be exported into many standard 
raster formats such as PNG, JPEG, etc. These can then be 
leveraged in other systems.

Q7: Can I use the sketch data from Creo Sketch in  
Creo Parametric?

A: Creo Sketch data can be directly loaded into Creo 
Parametric using the Images capability available under the 
View Tab. This will import the raster image onto a selected 
plane and allow scaling and positioning.

Q8: When I use the sketch data in Creo Parametric, can 
I only use it as a back ground reference? Is it possible to 
obtain the information of the line in the sketch into  
Creo Parametric?

A: Currently only the raster image is imported. We are 
investigating also bringing in the curve data in a future release

Q9: Can I cut off and paste a part of the image imported 
onto another planar face?

A: Currently you need to bring in the entire sketch.

Q10: Is it possible to automatically update the data 
imported from Creo Sketch when I modify the original  
Creo Sketch file?

A: The Creo Sketch data is loaded into memory once. If you 
restart Creo Parametric and open up your part, the Creo 
Sketch data will be reloaded automatically and any updates 
will be reflected.
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